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#1 New York Times bestselling seriesThe ninth book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series

that inspired the hit ABC Family TV show Pretty Little Liars.It's been a year since the mystery of

their former friend's disappearance was finally laid to rest, and Aria, Spencer, Hanna, and Emily

have worked hard to put their lives back together. Now seniors in high school, the pretty little liars

are older, but they're not any wiser. Last spring break in Jamaica, they did something unforgivable.

The girls are desperate to forget that fateful night, but they should know by now that all secrets

eventually wash ashore.Full of unexpected twists and shocking revelations, Twisted is the ninth

book in New York Times bestselling author Sara ShepardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s compelling Pretty Little Liars

series.Ã‚Â 
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Praise for the Pretty Little Liars series: Ã¢â‚¬Å“Shepard writes a suspenseful pageÃ¢â‚¬â€œturner

that will have teens thirsting for more.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (School Library Journal)

Four pretty girls have more ugly secrets than ever.It's been a year since the mystery of their former

friend's disappearance was finally laid to rest, and Aria, Spencer, Hanna, and Emily have worked

hard to put their lives back together. Now seniors in high school, the pretty little liars are older, but

they're not any wiser.Last spring break in Jamaica, they did something unforgivable. The girls are



desperate to forget that fateful night, but I saw everything. And they should know by now that all

secrets wash ashore . . . eventually.

First and foremost, I have to be completely honest with you guys; when I heard that she was writing

another book, I was happy, but I was also thinking that she was just doing it to earn more money

and the book would be crap. I was COMPLETELY wrong. I finished the book a few hours ago, and I

love the huge twist that she came up with in Jamaica. It was very creepy and while you kind of get

an "end" to it, I don't think we're given the whole story concerning the incident. Let's just say I have

my own little theory about what really went down, and having read the rest of the series, I wouldn't

be surprised if I was right in some way. Sara loves surprises.The girls don't really have anyone to

trust in this book. Hanna gets sucked into a con artists lies, Emily's friend has a creepy dad (and her

summer break secret will make. your. jaw. DROP.), Aria's boyfriend has a new foreign roomie who

is not as sweet as she pretends to be, and Spencer continues to stick her nose where it doesn't

belong.I promise that you will NOT be disappointed with this book. It did come off as a little slow at

the beginning, but the story quickly gets better. If you thought book 8 was amazing, just wait until

you read 9. 'Twisted' most definitely blows 'Wanted' right out of the water.

In the beginning the books were terrible. But I kept reading because I needed something mindless

and I kind of wanted to see what happened (I didn't know there were so many back then!) each

book got slightly better, and by book 8 I was satisfied. The twist was awesome, even though I had

read spoilers and knew of the existence of Courtney, I was still shocked at how it all played out.

Sara Shepard should have stopped there. In this book we're back to the old cheap tricks of the

giggles heard and shadows seen in the woods. Like, how dumb are these girls?! How many times

can you hear a giggle before you realize she's back?! And how incompetent are the police? It's

really, really awful overall.

Oh. My. Gosh!When I first started reading this one, it was a little slow. I thought that the magic was

gone, and I would have to find a new series to read. NOT.What happens in Jamaica, stays in

Jamaica...right? No. No it doesn't... A is out there, and A knows all. NO SPOILERS here, but... there

are some new faces that come around here, and not all can be trusted (of course). The girls have

new secrets that will come out, new friends (they think), and lots going on. A is back and meaner

than ever, and they aren't any closer to figuring out who's after them. Definitely a great read, I can't

wait for Book 10 to get to my house so I can see what the girls are into next!!!



I've loved the Pretty Little Liars series by Sara Shepard since November 15, 2011, when I read the

first book. Ever since then, I've found this series very addicting and hard to put down. And this

series was originally suppose to be eight books. I was expecting a story that was just continuing on

and on, but this book was absolutely incredible, as every Sara Shepard book is.This book was very

fast-paced and wonderful.First, the characters. As always, I expect the same from each character. I

expect Hanna to be a preppy jerk, Spencer to be also preppy, but not so much of a jerk, Aria to just

be kind of nice, but can snap on anyone, and Emily to be the sweet and innocent one. Sara

Shepard does a great job giving these characters teen qualities that, in fact, do actually seem

realistic.Next, the writing style and pacing. As always, Sara Shepard is a skilled writer and knows

how to pace her books well. Her writing style is beyond belief because she makes me think I'm in

Rosewood with our characters, right beside them as they go through everything that they are going

through. It's hard for a writer to make me feel that way.Then, we have A. A is so despicable and

wicked and cruel, but I hate to love him/her and love to hate him/her. Sara Shepard delivers one of

the best villains of all time. The way that A has all this information on all these girls and uses it

against them to blackmail them just always makes me excited when A comes up during parts in the

book!Finally, the novel itself. Twisted did deliver everything I was hoping it would and more. I highly

recommend you go check out this series!

I was very surprised when Sara Shepard announced that she was going to add 4 more books to the

very addictive Pretty Little Liars series. Unlike some other authors, Shepard made a clean

comeback in the same stunning writing style that makes her books draw us in. This may be a very

commonly used cliche, but Twisted was literally a page turner. Every letter from the ominous 'A'

leaves you wondering. The fact that everything happening in Spencer's, Aria's, Hanna's, and

Emily's lives are tied together by the mysterious 'A' notes makes this book, as the title suggests,

Twisted. New character involvement alters the story line, therefore making it differ from the other

pieces in this series. One of the focal points Shepard uses in her writing style puts more potential

into this novel. The cliff hanger leaves you provoked with questions. Hanna is still her naughty little

self, getting into rough situations, some due to A. Aria's life is getting slowly torn apart by one of the

new characters, Klaudia. Spencer is having some trouble dealing with her family life. Emily is hiding

a dirty secret that involves a previous, unmentioned incident. All of these problems with the girls

don't add up to the stunning and thrilling shocker titled, the Jamaica incident. What are A's plans

with the girls? That is the question that has been cycling through my head. Shepard's addition,



Twisted, to the Pretty Little Liars series will not disappoint you. Twisted gives more than the

expected. It was truly another amazing, entertaining, and wicked addition to Shepard's well-known

Pretty Little Liars series.
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